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For over 40 years, Van Rossum has designed and handmade solid
and sustainable furniture from the workshop in Bergharen,
the Netherlands.

Exquisite craftsmanship, imaginative forms and a passion for
wood are the hallmarks of our designs. Working exclusively with
FSC-certified oak and walnut, we cherish the beauty of each piece
of timber and specialize in rich textural finishes that honor wood’s
natural character and longevity.

This new catalogue brings together both new and classic
Van Rossum designs, as well as our series of design collaborations
with the likes of Andrea Tognon, Christophe Delcourt and
Erjan Borren. Fresh additions this year include a new collection
of bar table and stools and the free-flowing Kei table and console
inspired by French modernist Charlotte Perriand.

Throughout the catalogue, Van Rossum designs are interspersed
by images of dahlias by Dutch photographer Winter Vandenbrink.
These pictures share our love of natural pattern and form. In a
soft, ethereal light, they honor the sense of purity and possibility
that we channel with every piece of our furniture.
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PUKALU TABLE
PUKALU reimagines our classic Pukka table for the
most contemporary of settings, combining organic
shapes with a sleek aluminium base.
Designed by Marlieke van Rossum, PUKALU grounds
every dining experience in sensory pleasure and
comfort.
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PUKALU TABLE
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KOPS DINING TABLE OVAL
Large wooden oval table in solid oak, with specialty end
grain table top, or an oak conical base mounted on a
powder-coated metal plate. Substantial and exquisite
for dining, meeting, or display. Also available in walnut.
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KOPS DINING TABLE ROUND
Round wooden dining table in oak, with specialty end
grain surface or with normal top and oak conical base
mounted on a metal powder-coated plate. Formal
purity and woodland textures.
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KOPS COFFEE TABLE
Circular coffee table on slim powder-coated metal or
brass legs with exquisite end grain surface or a normal
top. Available in a variety of heights and sizes. The
intricacy of oak-wood patterns.

KOPS COFFEE TABLE
Round coffee table with extra thick solid end grain table
top, mounted on a powder-coated metal frame. Sturdy
base, natural design.
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KOPS SLIM DINING TABLE
A wooden table in oak, with specialty end grain table
top, beveled at the edges for extra slim-line elegance.
The top rests on a handmade, powder-coated metal
base of four curved legs. A floral arc and formal purity.
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BEAM DINING TABLE
Solid oak wood design by Marlieke van Rossum.
Rectangular table top with chamfered edge and
half-moon legs. Available in three sizes and walnut.
The geometry of slants and curves.
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BEAM DINING TABLE
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BEAM OVAL COFFEE TABLE

BEAM ROUND COFFEE TABLE
A low circular coffee table of solid oak beams on a
metal base. Readily customizable dimensions. The
wood beams have a natural and rustic texture, with
rich end grain edges. Sturdy, with whispers of the
forest.
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BEAM COFFEE TABLE
A low square or rectangular coffee table of solid oak
beams on a black powder-coated metal base. Readily
customizable dimensions. The wood beams have a
natural and rustic finish, with rich end grain edges.
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BEAM CONSOLE
A minimal wooden console in solid oak, encased in a
powder-coated metal frame. Two standard sizes with
readily customizable dimensions. Stands neatly in a
hallway, as a sideboard, or behind a sofa.
The higher console is also suitable as a writing desk.
An everyday pleasure.
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FERRUM DINING TABLE
Round table in rich oak with cast iron trumpet base.
Suitable for dining or display, with a beautifully bevelled
table top for extra fluidity of form.
A balletic arc and polish.

STONE DINING TABLE
Round dining table with top in end grain or A-quality
Van Rossum oak and conical base in Belgium Blue
limestone. Evocative texture beneath silk-smooth
surfaces.
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OPIUM OVAL DINING TABLE
Substantial oval table in walnut or oak wood, with
rectangular leg and floor base in powder-coated metal.
On request the leg is also available in brass.
A handsome piece for dining or meeting. Smooth forms
and lustrous surfaces.
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NOTA BENE DINING TABLE
Rectangular wooden table in A-quality oak with oak
base, partly covered in brass, stainless steel, or
powder-coated metal. A stately centerpiece for dining,
meeting, or display.
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NOTA BENE SQUARE TABLE
Square wooden dining table in A-quality oak with oak
base, partly covered in brass, stainless steel, or
powder-coated metal. Striking lines and a luxurious
gleam.
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NOTA BENE LOUNGE TABLE
Low-set, square coffee table in solid oak, with two
interior drawers and optional handles in brass, stainless
steel, or powder-coated metal. Anchored and elegant.
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NOTA BENE CONSOLE
A delicately-proportioned wooden console pairing
smooth oak with the sumptuous warmth and sheen of
a brass base. Also suitable as a writing desk, it features
three drawers on an intuitive spring latch system.
Subtle sophistication for any room.
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NOTA BENE LOW CABINET
A handsome wooden cabinet, handcrafted from
top-class oak with a contrasting center panel and
base in brass, stainless steel, or powder-coated metal.
The cabinet has seven fitted shelves, a lockable central
panel, and a 270° rotation on the two doors. Lofty,
with a lavish patina.

NOTA BENE SIDEBOARD
A handsome four-door wooden sideboard in oak with
a fitted interior shelf. The smooth oak finish pairs with
a lustrous base and handles in brass, stainless steel, or
powder-coated metal. An elegant solution to storage
needs.
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NOTA BENE BAR TABLE
Raised bar table in oak with sleek brass detailing. A
versatile new addition to one of most iconic series.
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NOTA BENE COMMODE
A solid oak wood commode with four soft-close
drawers. The smooth wooden finish is accented by a
lustrous base and handles available in brass, stainless
steel, or powder-coated metal. Neat and contemporary
as desk or bedside.
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T-ELEMENTS DINING TABLE
Wooden desk, dining or meeting table in solid oak
with supporting pole in brass. A stately presence, with
asymmetric flourish.
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T-ELEMENTS L-TABLE
Low-set coffee or display table in solid oak with a
rounded rectangular table top and low, trunk-like legs in
wood or concrete with rich end grain surfacing. The tug
of gravity and texture.
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T-ELEMENTS CABINET
Ample shelving unit combining minimal forms with
maximum storage surface and impact. Seamlessly
interconnected planks in solid oak, with a polished rear
panel in brass, stainless steel, or epoxy steel. Neolithic
grandeur with a lustrous sheen.

T-ELEMENTS CHAIR
Desk or dining chair in solid oak. Seamless, fixture-free
joinery of back, seat, and trapezoid legs. A minimal and
anchoring integrity.
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LENS DINING TABLE
A hearty studio, dining, or co-working table in solid
oak. Impeccable joinery with four sturdy legs and oldfashioned dovetail bars. Robust and reassuring.
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ADJACENCIES LOUNGE TABLE
Square coffee table in solid oak with powder-coated
metal legs. The beams’ natural finish and exquisite end
grain surfacing brings a beautiful rustic texture to any
interior scheme. Time-worn solidity, with gentle rhythms
of geometry.

ADJACENCIES BENCH
Rectangular oak wood bench, functioning beautifully
as a low seat, display table, or side surface. The wood
has a natural organic finish, celebrating the oak beams’
unique textures and grains. Sturdy comfort, with supple
modulations of shape and line.
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ADJACENCIES LOUNGE TABLE / SIDE TABLE

ABI FAUTEUIL
Supple forms and textures characterize Christophe
Delcourt’s ABI dining chair and fauteuil. The rounded
edges soften the solid oak chair frame to create relaxed
yet luxurious seating.
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ABI CHAIR
Sleek dining, meeting or desk chair with rounded frame
in oak and back and seat in ultra-soft leather. Available
in a variety of colors and color combinations. Ultimate
smoothness of form.

ABI CHAIR LARGE
A sumptuous XL version of the Abi chair with rounded
frame in oak or walnut and back and seat in soft leather.
Available in a variety of colors and color combinations.
Generous luxury.
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ABI BAR STOOL
The elevated edition of Abi, ideal for dining and
entertaining. Smooth, rounded form in oak with an
ultra-supple leather seat. Laid-back elegance.
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KAST 001 CABINET
Side cabinet unit in solid oak with wooden or black
steel top. Fitted with one or two interior storage shelves
and push-latch door. Clean and classic elegance.
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KAST 002 CABINET
Tall, sleek storage
cabinet in solid oak, with
asymmetrical push-latch
doors and beautiful
rounded edge detailing.
Fitted with four interior
shelves. A smooth and
gentle grandeur.

PLOT CABINET
Lofty storage cabinet with five interior fitted shelves
and lockable door. Tall, sleek, and linear with minimalist
plinth and cornicing. A palatial presence.
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STIJL LOUNGE TABLE
Statement coffee table of interconnected oak cuts with
a contrasting slab of nickel, epoxy steel, or marble. The
lower tier serves as an additional storage shelf. The
rhythm of space and surfaces.
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STIJL CONSOLE
Sideboard or table in sleek oak, with contrasting rear
panel in brass, nickel, epoxy steel, or marble. One fitted
drawer on a push latch system. Subtle breaks of line
and form.

STIJL SIDE TABLE
Standout side table of interconnected oak cuts with
a contrasting slab of nickel, epoxy steel, or marble.
The lower tier provides additional storage. Compact,
dramatic dimensionality.
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WEDGE DINING TABLE
Meticulously-crafted dining table characterized by its
playful details and pristine eight-degree angles. The
table surface tapers out to the sides and widens from
one end to the other, creating versatile table breadths
for dining, working, or creative projects. Flexibility and
finesse.
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KITALE CONSOLE
A radically reimagined sideboard combining oak with
a delicate steel frame and optional brass or stainless
steel details. The cabinet is composed of four wooden
blocks, which can be customized for additional storage
or function, such as a fold-out writing desk or dressing
table. A bold new equipoise.
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KITALE COCKTAIL TABLE
Low-set coffee table combining a Van Rossum oak
frame with a slender table top surface in luminous
stone or marble. The play of delicacy and vigor.
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KITALE LOUNGE TABLE
Striking coffee table available in solid Van Rossum
oak or a combined marble and Van Rossum oak
arrangement. The table sits on low epoxy steel legs
and integrates one or two fitted shelves. The cadence
of line and volume.

KITALE DINING TABLE
Rectangular dining or meeting table in oak with
detailing in epoxy steel in a lively composition of lines,
masses, and materials. An architectural flair.
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KITALE CHAIR
Side, desk, or dining chair in oak, upholstered in leather
or a bespoke fabric finish. Gentle angles, rounded
edges, with generous back and seat cushioning. Perfect
posture.
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KITALE DINING TABLE
Round wooden table in Van Rossum oak with bracket
detail and base in epoxy steel. The dynamic suspension
of volumes.
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KITALE BIBLIOTHÈQUE
Substantial bookcase or shelving unit in oak with
vertical panels in brass, stainless steel, or epoxy steel
available in a variety of color finishes,
including vivid blue. Also suitable as a free-standing
room divider. A meticulous arrangement of proportions.
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COMMON DINING TABLE
Large rectangular table for dining, meeting, or display.
Solid Van Rossum oak surface with two oak legs and
optional concrete bases. The rustic wood finish retains
the oak’s natural knots, grain, and fissures, giving each
table an individual finish. Robust charm.

COMMON LOUNGE TABLE
Low coffee table of Van Rossum oak planks, resting
on low epoxy steel legs. The natural finish of the table
surface retains the oak’s natural knots, grain, and
fissures, making each coffee table one-of-a-kind. Solid
and unique.
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KEI DINING TABLE
Inspired by Charlotte Perriand’s tables en forme libre,
the Kei favors adaptive, creative use. A fluid, three-sided
surface with anchoring cylindrical legs. For restorative,
free-flowing conversations. Available in walnut or oak
wood.
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KEI DINING TABLE
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KEI CONSOLE
Slim and fluid sideboard, with a neat hidden drawer.
Supple asymmetries, honoring French architect and
designer, Charlotte Perriand. Modernist verve meets
solid oak rigor.
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ELI DINING TABLE
Van Rossum oak table with two pairs of robust
trapezoid legs, which can be arranged in any desired
position beneath the table surface. Suitable as a
meeting table, dining table, or display table with a range
of available finishes. A solid piece with an animated
flourish.
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ELI SLIM DINING TABLE
Oak table with two pairs of slim trapezoid legs, which
can be arranged in any desired position beneath the
table surface. Suitable as a meeting table, dining table,
or display table with a range of available finishes. The
poise between movement and stillness.
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TWO DISPLAY CABINET
Refined shelving unit combining a slim powder-coated
steel frame and oak shelves. Available in two sizes of
four or seven shelves – and in four powder-coat colors.
Slender and statuesque.
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TWO COFFEE TABLE
A two-tier square or rectangular coffee table,
handcrafted with slim Van Rossum oak planks in a
powder-coated metal frame. Sleek wood to frame
edging and tongue and groove joinery between planks.
A lightness of form with generous room for storage and
display.
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ONE CONSOLE
A classic Van Rossum design, combining a slender steel
frame with single oak surface. Linear clarity.

ONE COFFEE TABLE
Compact, airy coffee table in Van Rossum oak with
slender steel frame. Free space and familiar form.
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GREEP CABINET
A strikingly tall and slender wooden cabinet
in solid Van Rossum oak with contrasting
legs and handles in powder-coated metal.
Minimal groove detailing on the doors and
five fitted shelves. Minimalist grandeur.
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van rossum abi

van rossum adjacencies

design: Christophe Delcourt

upholstered chair (seat height 45 cm) incl. standard Sierra leather *
upholstered chair (seat height 45 cm) incl. standard Velvet leather *

upholstered chair large (seat height 48 cm) incl. standard Sierra leather *
upholstered chair large (seat height 48 cm) incl. standard Velvet leather *

upholstered bar chair (seat height 45 cm) incl. standard Sierra leather *
upholstered bar chair (seat height 45 cm) incl. standard Velvet leather *

code

dimensions
l x b x h in cm

abi 010
abi 011

45 x 45 x 81
45 x 45 x 81

abi 012
abi 013

abi 014
abi 015

upholstered fauteuil incl. standard Sierra leather excluding cushion *
upholstered fauteuil incl. standard Velvet leather excluding cushion *

abi 020
abi 025

cushion without fabric *

abi 021

47 x 47 x 86
47 x 47 x 86

45 x 45 x 115
45 x 45 x 115

77 x 67 x 76
77 x 67 x 76

design: Case Design

OAK WALNUT
price
price
in €
in €
1.350,1.485,-

1.450,1.610,-

1.575,1.715,-

3.425,3.780,-

1.755,1.895,-

code

dimensions
l x b x h in cm

OAK
price
in €

side table

adj 100

72 x 36 x 37

3.995,-

bench

adj 200

144 x 36 x 37

6.500,-

rectangular coffee table

adj 300

144 x 72 x 37

12.500,-

square coffee table

adj 400

108 x 108 x 37

14.000,-

36 x 36 x 37
72 x 36 x 37
108 x 36 x 37
144 x 36 x 37

2.175,3.770,5.225,7.305,-

1.885,2.055,-

2.050,2.195,-

4.455,4.810,205,-

The height of the chairs can be changed at an additional cost of € 150.
If client provides own material then the Sierra leather price applies.
* For standard leather options, please consult the table on page 20.
* For customers’ own material meterage, please consult the table on page 21.

Price per single beam:

ADJACENCIES ARE NOT AVAILABLE IN WALNUT!
The Adjacencies collection is delivered in natural French Oak finish, unless otherwise requested.
Van Rossum colour finishes (please see our colour chart on page 20) and bespoke finishes to customer’ sample
are also available on agreement and at an additional cost to the customer.
PRICES ARE EXCLUSIVE 10% FOR BRUSHED FINISH!
The steel feet are protected by a powder coating and are available in 4 finishes:
matt black, black sable, anthracite and white gloss.
At an additional cost of € 250, the feet can be finished in any RAL color.
There is a minimum surcharge of 10% for matching finishes and colours to customers’ own sample.
For finish options, please consult the table on page 20.
CAN BE CUSTOMISED COMPLETELY!
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van rossum beam

van rossum beam

design: Marlieke van Rossum

coffee table with solid beams (thickness about 18,2x18,2 cm)
with steel base

code

dimensions
l x b x h in cm

OAK
price
in €

bea 010

100 x 127 x 28

3.500,-

design: Marlieke van Rossum

table with wooden legs, top thickness 7 cm
table with wooden legs, top thickness 7 cm
table with wooden legs, top thickness 7 cm

OAK WALNUT
price
price
in €
in €

code

dimensions
l x b x h in cm

bea 200
bea 210
bea 220

240 x 110 x 75
280 x 110 x 75
320 x 110 x 75

code

dimensions
l x b x h in cm

OAK
price
in €

bea 100
bea 110

120 x 35 x 75
180 x 35 x 54

2.120,2.775,-

8.625,9.775,11.495,-

11.215,12.710,14.945,-

BEAM TABLE IS AVAILABLE IN WALNUT!

coffee table with solid beams (thickness about 18,2x18,2 cm)
with steel base

bea 011

120 x 54 x 28

2.250,-

coffee table with solid beams (thickness about 18,2x18,2 cm)
with steel base

bea 012

150 x 72 x 28

3.000,-

coffee table with solid beams (thickness about 18,2x18,2 cm)
with steel base

bea 013

180 x 91 x 28

5.000,-

coffee table with solid beams (thickness about 18,2x18,2 cm)
with steel base

bea 014

200 x 72 x 28

4.400,-

console with solid beams and steel base
console with solid beams and steel base
BEAM CONSOLE IS NOT AVAILABLE IN WALNUT!

coffee table, round, with solid beams (thickness about 18,2x18,2 cm)
with steel base

bea 020

Ø 91 x 28

6.660,-

coffee table, oval, with solid beams (thickness about 18,2x18,2 cm)
with steel base

bea 025

150 x 72 x 28

5.715,-

The steel bases are protected by a powder coating and are available in 4 finishes:
matt black, black sable, anthracite and white gloss.
At an additional cost of € 250, the base can be finished in any RAL colour.

BEAM COFFEE TABLES ARE NOT AVAILABLE IN WALNUT!
The steel bases are protected by a powder coating and are available in 4 finishes:
matt black, black sable, anthracite and white gloss.
At an additional cost of € 250, the base can be finished in any RAL colour.

There is a minimum surcharge of 10% for matching finishes and colours to customers’ own sample.
For finish options, please consult the table on page 20.
CAN BE CUSTOMISED COMPLETELY!
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There is a minimum surcharge of 10% for matching finishes and colours to customers’ own sample.
For finish options, please consult the table on page 20.
CAN BE CUSTOMISED COMPLETELY!
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van rossum common

van rossum eli

design: Marlieke van Rossum

dining table with wooden legs and a concrete detail
dining table with wooden legs and a concrete detail
dining table with wooden legs and a concrete detail

code

dimensions
l x b x h in cm

com 100
com 110
com 120

200 x 100 x 75
240 x 100 x 75
280 x 100 x 75

design: Marlieke van Rossum

OAK WALNUT
price
price
in €
in €
2.745,3.075,3.530,-

3.570,3.995,4.590,-

table with wooden elephant legs
table with wooden elephant legs

code

dimensions
l x b x h in cm

eli 010
eli 020

260 x 110 x 74
300 x 110 x 74

The concrete detail is about 15 cm high.

OAK WALNUT
price
price
in €
in €
4.595,5.170,-

5.975,6.725,-

van rossum eli slim
design: Marlieke van Rossum

dining table with wooden legs
dining table with wooden legs
dining table with wooden legs

com 150
com 160
com 170

200 x 100 x 75
240 x 100 x 75
280 x 100 x 75

2.670,2.990,3.430,-

table with wooden elephant legs
table with wooden elephant legs

3.475,3.890,4.460,-

code

dimensions
l x b x h in cm

els 010
els 020

200 x 100 x 74
240 x 100 x 74

OAK WALNUT
price
price
in €
in €
3.740,4.315,-

4.865,5.610,-

The distance from the lower edge to the floor is about 69 cm.
- The thickness of the table top is 5cm.
- For a special length please use the price of the larger standard-sized table on the list.
- If the length required is more than the longest standard size, please contact us for the price.
- If the width required is narrower than the standard size, use the price of the standard size.
- If the size is x % wider than the largest standard width, add the same percentage to that price.

Dining table with solid wooden legs set on a concrete base.
The top and legs are made of solid wood with small knots and cracks.
The height of the table top is about 5 cm.
Distance between the pair of legs is customers’ choice.

For minor alterations in the height, add € 150.
Distance between the pair of legs has to be specified by the customer.

van rossum ferrum

design: Marlieke van Rossum

coffee table
coffee table
coffee table
coffee table

com 010
com 020
com 050
com 060

75 x 75 x 30
100 x 100 x 30
150 x 75 x 30
175 x 100 x 30

1.910,2.160,2.410,3.430,-

2.485,2.810,3.135,4.460,-

code
table with cast iron trumpet base
table with cast iron trumpet base
table with cast iron trumpet base

Feet are adjustable in 3 heights: 30, 33 or 36cm.
All COMMON designs are available in all our standard finishes.
The natural character of the wood is allowed to show through so not all knots and cracks will be filled.
For filling all the knots and cracks, add 5%. For a top made with selected oak, add 10%.
For brushed oak, add 10%.
For minor alterations in the height, add € 150.

There is a minimum surcharge of 10% for matching finishes and colours to customers’ own sample.
For finish options please consult the table on page 20.
CAN BE CUSTOMISED COMPLETELY!

fer 010
fer 020
fer 030

dimensions
l x b x h in cm
Ø 130 x 74
Ø 150 x 74
Ø 170 x 74

OAK WALNUT
price
price
in €
in €
8.025,8.725,10.920,-

10.435,11.345,14.200,-

The thickness of the table top is about 4 cm.
The distance from the lower edge of the dining table to the floor is about 70 cm.
For minor alterations in height, add € 150.
The cast iron trumpet base is protected by a transparent lacquer.
At an additional cost of € 250, it can be finished in any RAL colour.
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There is a minimum surcharge of 10% for matching finishes and colours to customers’ own sample.
For finish options, please consult the table on page 20.
CAN BE CUSTOMISED COMPLETELY!
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van rossum greep

van rossum kei

design: Marlieke van Rossum

design: Marlieke van Rossum

cabinet, 2 doors, handles and base in steel
cabinet, 2 glass doors, handles and base in steel

code

dimensions
l x b x h in cm

OAK
price
in €

gre 010
gre 020

76 x 41 x 226
76 x 41 x 226

3.920,3.565,-

GREEP IS NOT AVAILABLE IN WALNUT!

dining table, top thickness 4cm
dining table, top thickness 4cm
dining table, top thickness 4cm
dining table, top thickness 4cm
dining table, top thickness 4cm
dining table, top thickness 4cm

The steel handles and base are protected by a powder coating and are available in 4 finishes:
matt black, black sable, anthracite and white gloss.
At an additional cost of € 250, the base can be finished in any RAL colour.

For minor alterations in the height, add € 150.
Distance between the pair of legs has to be specified by the customer.

code

dimensions
l x b x h in cm

kei 100
kei 110
kei 120
kei 130
kei 140
kei 150

200 x 130 x 74
230 x 150 x 74
280 x 150 x 74
300 x 150 x 74
320 x 150 x 74
350 x 150 x 74

OAK WALNUT
price
price
in €
in €
5.235,5.995,7.495,8.745,9.490,11.870,-

6.805,7.795,9.745,11.370,12.340,15.435,-

van rossum kast
design: Thomas Haarmann

code

dimensions
l x b x h in cm

OAK
price
in €

kast.001, all wood, one shelf
kast.001, all wood, two shelves
kast.001, steel top, one shelf
kast.001, steel top, two shelves

kas 100
kas 110
kas 150
kas 160

90 x 70 x 80
90 x 70 x 80
90 x 70 x 80
90 x 70 x 80

5.170,5.420,6.495,6.750,-

kast.004, all wood, two doors, two shelves

kas 300

180 x 40 x 80

6.495,-

van rossum kei

design: Van Rossum

console with 1 drawer

code

dimensions
l x b x h in cm

kei 200

150 x 51 x 86

OAK WALNUT
price
price
in €
in €
4.315,-

5.610,-

For minor alterations in the height, add € 150.
kast.005, all wood, two flaps, one door

kas 400

200 x 50 x 40

4.850,-

kast.002, all wood, four shelves
kast.002, all wood, four leather shelves

kas 200
kas 210

90 x 40 x 250
90 x 40 x 250

7.795,9.330,-

kast.003, all wood, three shelves

kas 220

80 x 40 x 200

KAST IS NOT AVAILABLE IN WALNUT!

There is a minimum surcharge of 10% for matching finishes and colours to customers’ own sample.
For finish options, please consult the table on page 20.
CAN BE CUSTOMISED COMPLETELY!
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There is a minimum surcharge of 10% for matching finishes and colours to customers’ own sample.
For finish options, please consult the table on page 20.
CAN BE CUSTOMISED COMPLETELY!
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van rossum kitale

van rossum kitale

design: Xavier Dohr Studio

upholstered chair incl. standard Sierra leather *
upholstered chair incl. standard Velvet leather *

design: Xavier Dohr Studio

OAK WALNUT
price
price
in €
in €

code

dimensions
l x b x h in cm

kit 900
kit 910

50 x 55 x 80
50 x 55 x 80

1.350,1.470,-

1.755,1.875,-

140 x 116 x 35

8.000,-

10.400,-

OAK WALNUT
price
price
in €
in €

code

dimensions
l x b x h in cm

rectangular dining table with steel details
rectangular dining table with steel details

kit 610
kit 620

250 x 100 x 75
300 x 100 x 75

5.835,6.995,-

7.590,9.095,-

round dining table with steel details

kit 700

Ø 120 x 75

4.365,-

5.675,-

bibliothèque with steel details
bibliothèque with steel and 4 brass details *

kit 500
kit 510

250 x 40 x 205
250 x 40 x 205

10.000,14.400,-

13.000,18.720,-

The height of the chair can be changed at an additional cost of € 150.
If client provides own material then the Sierra leather price applies.
* For standard leather options, please consult the table on page 20.
* For customers’ own material meterage, please consult the table on page 21.

cocktail table with stone top **

kit 100

** Standard options: Carrara marble or Belgian Blue Stone
Different kinds of stone available on request.

coffee table, all wood
coffee table with stone detail **

kit 150
kit 160

164 x 81 x 35
164 x 81 x 35

7.000,8.000,-

9.100,10.400,-

A concealed drawer in OAK wood can also be fitted for an additional cost of € 750. Please specify in your order.
A concealed drawer in WALNUT wood can also be fitted for an additional cost of € 975. Please specify in your order.
** Standard options: Carrara marble or Belgian Blue Stone
Different kinds of stone available on request.

console with steel base
console with 1 brass detail and steel base *

kit 300
kit 310

204 x 40 x 85
204 x 40 x 85

4.500,5.250,-

5.850,6.825,-

console with flap and hidden desk, steel base
console with flap, hidden desk, 1 brass detail and steel base *

kit 320
kit 330

204 x 40 x 85
204 x 40 x 85

5.000,5.750,-

6.500,7.475,-

console with flap, 2 mirrors, leather interior and steel base
console with flap, 2 mirrors, leather interior, 1 brass detail and steel base *

kit 340
kit 350

204 x 40 x 85
204 x 40 x 85

5.500,6.250,-

7.150,8.125,The steel details are protected by a powder coating and are available in 4 finishes:
matt black, black sable, anthracite and white gloss.
At an additional cost of € 250 it can be finished in any RAL colour.
* the brass details are available in gold, bronze, black gun or natural colour.
* also available in stainless steel, instead of brass details.

A concealed drawer in OAK wood can also be fitted for an additional cost of € 750. Please specify in your order.
A concealed drawer in WALNUT wood can also be fitted for an additional cost of € 975. Please specify in your order.
The steel details are protected by a powder coating and are available in 4 finishes:
matt black, black sable, anthracite and white gloss.
At an additional cost of € 250 it can be finished in any RAL colour.
* the brass details are available in gold, bronze, black gun or natural colour.
* also available in stainless steel, instead of brass details.

There is a minimum surcharge of 10% for matching finishes and colours to customers’ own sample.
For finish options, please consult the table on page 20.
CAN BE CUSTOMISED COMPLETELY!
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There is a minimum surcharge of 10% for matching finishes and colours to customers’ own sample.
For finish options, please consult the table on page 20.
CAN BE CUSTOMISED COMPLETELY!
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van rossum kops

van rossum kops slim
design: Marlieke van Rossum

design: Marlieke van Rossum

code
dining table round with end grain top *
dining table round with normal top *

kon 040
kol 040

dimensions
l x b x h in cm
Ø 147 x 76
Ø 147 x 75

OAK WALNUT
price
price
in €
in €
6.340,6.215,-

8.080,-

dining table round with end grain top, 4 cm thickness, steel base
dining table round with normal top, 4 cm thickness, steel base

kon 050
kol 050

Ø 119 x 75
Ø 120 x 75

4.180,3.980,-

5.175,-

dining table oval with end grain top *
dining table oval with normal top *

kon 030
kol 030

245 x 133 x 76
245 x 133 x 75

7.240,7.085,-

9.215,-

* The thickness of the end grain table top is about 6 cm and for the normal top about 5 cm.
* The distance from the lower edge of the dining table to the floor is about 70 cm.
* The diameter of the round column can be customized at an additional cost of € 475.
The oval column cannot be customized.

OAK WALNUT
price
price
in €
in €

code

dimensions
l x b x h in cm

dining table round with end grain top and steel base
dining table round with normal top and steel base

ksk 030
ksp 030

Ø 140 x 75
Ø 140 x 75

5.915,5.855,-

7.615,-

dining table semi-oval with end grain top and steel base
dining table semi-oval with normal top and steel base

ksk 040
ksp 040

252 x 126 x 75
252 x 126 x 75

6.980,6.855,-

8.910,-

END GRAIN TOPS ARE EXCLUSIVELY AVAILABLE IN OAK WOOD.
side table small with normal top, 5 cm thickness, steel legs
side table small with end grain top, 5 cm thickness, steel legs
side table small with normal top, 5 cm thickness, brass legs *
side table small with end grain top, 5 cm thickness, brass legs *

kol 200
kon 200
kom 200
kom 205

Ø70 x 50
Ø70 x 50
Ø70 x 50
Ø70 x 50

1.895,2.015,3.205,3.320,-

2.470,-

coffee table medium with normal top, 5 cm thickness, steel legs
coffee table medium with end grain top, 5 cm thickness, steel legs
coffee table medium with normal top, 5 cm thickness, brass legs *
coffee table medium with end grain top, 5 cm thickness, brass legs *

kol 210
kon 210
kom 210
kom 215

Ø84 x 25
Ø84 x 25
Ø84 x 25
Ø84 x 25

2.180,2.295,3.485,3.600,-

2.835,-

coffee table large with normal top, 5 cm thickness, steel legs
coffee table large with end grain top, 5 cm thickness, steel legs
coffee table large with normal top, 5 cm thickness, brass legs *
coffee table large with end grain top, 5 cm thickness, brass legs *

kol 220
kon 220
kom 220
kom 225

Ø112 x 35
Ø112 x 35
Ø112 x 35
Ø112 x 35

2.445,2.590,3.980,4.125,-

3.175,-

The distance from the lower edge of the dining table to the floor is about 71 cm.
The thickness of the end grain top and the normal top is about 4 cm.
For minor alterations in the height of all Kops SLIM dining tables, add € 300.

4.170,-

The steel bases are protected by a powder coating and are available in 4 finishes:
matt black, black sable, anthracite and white gloss.
At an additional cost of € 250, the base can be finished in any RAL colour.

4.535,-

van rossum lens

5.170,-

design: Bart Lens

* The brass details are available in gold, bronze, black gun or natural colour.
END GRAIN TOPS ARE EXCLUSIVELY AVAILABLE IN OAK WOOD.

van rossum kops

design: Van Rossum

coffee table round with end grain top, top thickness ±17,6 cm

code

dimensions
l x b x h in cm

OAK
price
in €

kon 100

Ø127 x 34,5

9.195,-

dining table, distance between the legs 135 cm
dining table, distance between the legs 165 cm
dining table, distance between the legs 195 cm

code

dimensions
l x b x h in cm

len 010
len 020
len 030

220 x 100 x 75
250 x 100 x 75
280 x 100 x 75

OAK WALNUT
price
price
in €
in €
4.020,4.535,5.745,-

5.230,5.895,7.470,-

The thickness of the table top is about 4 cm.
The distance from the lower edge of the dining table to the floor is about 71 cm.
For minor alterations in height, add € 150.
For alterations to the distance between the legs of the dining table, add € 200.
For a special length, please use the price of the larger standard-sized table on the list.
If the length required is more than the longest standard size, please contact us for the price.
If the width required is narrower than the standard size, use the price of the standard size.
If the size is x % wider than the largest standard width, add the same percentage to that price.

The steel bases and floor plates are protected by a powder coating and are available in 4 finishes:
matt black, black sable, anthracite and white gloss.
At an additional cost of € 250, the base can be finished in any RAL colour.
For minor alterations in the height of all dining tables and coffee tables, add € 150.
The steel base plates and legs can leave marks in the floor.
NOT AVAILABLE IN WALNUT.

There is a minimum surcharge of 10% for matching finishes and colours to customers’ own sample.
For finish options, please consult the table on page 20.
CAN BE CUSTOMISED COMPLETELY!
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There is a minimum surcharge of 10% for matching finishes and colours to customers’ own sample.
For finish options, please consult the table on page 20.
CAN BE CUSTOMISED COMPLETELY!
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van rossum nota bene

van rossum nota bene

design: Marlieke van Rossum

dimensions
l x b x h in cm

dining table with brass details, distance between the legs 135 cm *
dining table with brass details, distance between the legs 165 cm *
dining table with brass details, distance between the legs 165 cm *
dining table with brass details, distance between the legs 205 cm *
dining table with brass details, distance between the legs 205 cm *
dining table with brass details, distance between the legs 245 cm *
dining table with brass details, distance between the legs 245 cm *
dining table with brass details, distance between the legs 275 cm *

nbl / nbd 010
nbl / nbd 020
nbl / nbd 030
nbl / nbd 040
nbl / nbd 050
nbl / nbd 060
nbl / nbd 070
nbl / nbd 080

200 x 100 x 75
220 x 100 x 75
240 x 100 x 75
260 x 100 x 75
280 x 100 x 75
300 x 100 x 75
320 x 100 x 75
340 x 100 x 75

3.995,4.200,4.365,4.890,5.055,5.465,6.320,7.190,-

5.195,5.460,5.675,6.360,6.575,7.105,8.220,9.350,-

table square with brass detail
table square with brass detail

nbl / nbd 011
nbl / nbd 012

140 x 140 x 75
160 x 160 x 75

4.995,6.325,-

6.495,8.225,-

bar table square with brass detail
bar table square with brass detail

nbl / nbd 013
nbl / nbd 014

140 x 140 x 110
160 x 160 x 110

5.580,6.895,-

7.255,8.965,-

bar table round with brass detail
bar table round with brass detail

nbl / nbd 015
nbl / nbd 016

nbl / nbd 017
nbl / nbd 018

Ø 140 x 75
Ø 160 x 75

Ø 140 x 110
Ø 160 x 110

code

dimensions
l x b x h in cm

OAK
price
in €

commode with 4 drawers, brass base and handles

nbl / nbd 500

81 x 49 x 92

4.585,-

sideboard, 4 doors and 3 drawers, brass base and handles
sideboard, 4 doors, brass base and handles

nbl / nbd 400
nbl / nbd 402

261 x 49 x 75
181 x 49 x 75

9.655,6.645,-

sideboard, 4 doors and 2 drawers, brass base and handles

nbl / nbd 401

261 x 49 x 59

9.080,-

cabinet with 2 wooden doors and 1 door covered with brass
and brass base

nbl / nbd 510

120 x 50 x 136

9.660,-

OAK WALNUT
price
price
in €
in €

code

table round with brass detail
table round with brass detail

design: Marlieke van Rossum

5.120,6.440,-

5.695,7.015,-

6.660,8.375,-

7.405,9.120,-

NOT EVERY PRODUCT IS AVAILABLE IN WALNUT.
coffee table with 2 drawers and brass handles

nbl / nbd 300

100 x 120 x 32

3.675,-

NBL = Nota Bene bright (brass gold colour)
NBD = Nota Bene dark (brass bronze colour)
Also available in brass natural and black gun.
We can replace the brass details with stainless steel or powdercoated steel details.

4.780,-

The thickness of the table top is about 4 cm.
The distance from the lower edge of the dining table to the floor is about 71 cm and bar table 106 cm.
For minor alterations in the height of all dining and bar tables, add € 150.
The Nota Bene cabinets/sideboards are not available in walnut.

console with 3 drawers and brass base

nbl / nbd 200

150 x 50 x 75

There is a minimum surcharge of 10% for matching finishes and colours to customers’ own sample.
For finish options, please consult the table on page 20.
CAN BE CUSTOMISED COMPLETELY!

5.055,-

* For alterations to the distance between the legs of the rectangular dining table,
there will be a surcharge of € 150.
For a special length please use the price of the larger standard-sized table on the list.
If the length required is more than the longest standard size, please contact us for the price.
If the width required is narrower than the standard size, use the price of the standard size.
If the size is x % wider than the largest standard width, add the same percentage to that price.

6.575,-
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There is a minimum surcharge of 10% for matching finishes and colours to customers’ own sample.
For finish options, please consult the table on page 20.
CAN BE CUSTOMISED COMPLETELY!
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van rossum one

van rossum stijl

design: Marlieke van Rossum

design: Erjan Borren

OAK WALNUT
price
price
in €
in €

code

dimensions
l x b x h in cm

coffee table, steel base
coffee table, steel base

one 010
one 020

180 x 70 x 37
90 x 90 x 37

2.475,2.160,-

3.220,2.810,-

console, steel base

one 030

200 x 40 x 60

2.295,-

2.985,-

The steel frame is protected by a powder coating and is available in 4 finishes:
matt black, black sable, anthracite and white gloss.
At an additional cost of € 250, the frame can be finished in any RAL colour.

van rossum opium oval

design: Marlieke van Rossum

OAK WALNUT
price
price
in €
in €

code

dimensions
l x b x h in cm

coffee table, steel detail
coffee table, brass/nickel detail *
coffee table, natural stone detail **

sti 010
sti 011
sti 012

120 x 120 x 35
120 x 120 x 35
120 x 120 x 35

2.870,5.340,4.020,-

3.735,6.945,5.230,-

coffee table, steel detail
coffee table, brass/nickel detail *
coffee table, natural stone detail **

sti 020
sti 021
sti 022

160 x 90 x 35
160 x 90 x 35
160 x 90 x 35

2.870,5.340,4.020,-

3.735,6.945,5.230,-

console with drawer, steel detail
console with drawer, brass/nickel detail *
console with drawer, natural stone detail **

sti 100
sti 110
sti 120

140 x 48 x 84
140 x 48 x 84
140 x 48 x 84

2.870,5.570,4.250,-

3.735,7.245,5.525,-

side table, steel detail
side table, brass/nickel detail *
side table, natural stone detail **

sti 200
sti 210
sti 220

70 x 70 x 60
70 x 70 x 60
70 x 70 x 60

2.295,4.595,3.445,-

2.985,5.975,4.480,-

OAK WALNUT
price
price
in €
in €

code

dimensions
l x b x h in cm

dining table oval with a complete steel base
dining table oval with a complete steel base
dining table oval with a complete steel base

opi 100
opi 110
opi 120

240 x 120 x 75
280 x 120 x 75
320 x 130 x 75

6.525,7.830,9.785,-

8.485,10.180,12.725,-

dining table oval with a complete steel base and brass detail *
dining table oval with a complete steel base and brass detail *
dining table oval with a complete steel base and brass detail *

opi 150
opi 160
opi 170

240 x 120 x 75
280 x 120 x 75
320 x 130 x 75

9.140,10.445,12.850,-

11.885,13.580,16.705,-

The steel details are protected by a powder coating and are available in 4 finishes:
matt black, black sable, anthracite and white gloss.
At an additional cost of € 250, the steel detail can be finished in any RAL colour.
* the brass details are available in gold, bronze, black gun or natural colour.
* also available in stainless steel, instead of brass/nickel details.

The steel details are protected by a powder coating and are available in 4 finishes: matt black, black sable,
anthracite and white gloss. At an additional cost of € 250 it can be finished in any RAL colour.
* the brass details are available in gold, bronze, black gun or natural colour.
* also available in stainless steel, instead of brass details.

** standard options are Belgian Blue limestone or Carrara marble.
Different kinds of stone available on request.

van rossum plot

van rossum stone

design: Erjan Borren

design: Marlieke van Rossum

code

tall cabinet with 2 doors

plo 910

dimensions
l x b x h in cm

OAK
price
in €

85 x 43 x 234

4.540,-

PLOT IS NOT AVAILABLE IN WALNUT!

van rossum pukalu

design: Marlieke van Rossum

table with 1 cast aluminum leg
table with 2 cast aluminum legs
table with 3 cast aluminum legs

code

dimensions
l x b x h in cm

pku 010
pku 020
pku 030

160 x 130 x 75
280 x 150 x 75
350 x 160 x 75

dimensions
l x b x h in cm

dining table round, end grain top, Carrara marble base
dining table round, normal top, Carrara marble base

sto 010
sto 011

Ø 140 x 75
Ø 140 x 75

4.410,4.345,-

5.650,-

dining table round, end grain top, Belgian Blue limestone base
dining table round, normal top, Belgian Blue limestone base

sto 020
sto 021

Ø 140 x 75
Ø 140 x 75

4.380,4.325,-

5.625,-

END GRAIN TOPS ARE EXLUSIVELY AVAILABLE IN OAK WOOD.

OAK WALNUT
price
price
in €
in €
9.625,19.250,28.875,-

OAK WALNUT
price
price
in €
in €

code

The thickness of the table top is about 4 cm.
The distance from the lower edge of the dining table to the floor is about 71 cm.
For minor alterations in height, add € 300.

12.495,24.995,37.495,-

NUMBERED EDITION!
Standard equipped with one polished surface.
Multiple polished surfaces on request.
Table top in plaster finish; only available for Pukalu.
Surcharge for drip top edge finish is € 275.
There is a minimum surcharge of 10% for matching finishes and colours to customers’ own sample.
For finish options please consult the table on page 20.
CAN BE CUSTOMISED COMPLETELY!
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There is a minimum surcharge of 10% for matching finishes and colours to customers’ own sample.
For finish options, please consult the table on page 20.
CAN BE CUSTOMISED COMPLETELY!
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van rossum T-elements

van rossum two

design: Andrea Tognon

chair

l_table
l_table with concrete bases

code

dimensions
l x b x h in cm

tog 010

55 x 55 x 80

tog 100
tog 101

163 x 124 x 35
163 x 124 x 25

design: Marlieke van Rossum

OAK WALNUT
price
price
in €
in €
2.955,-

6.155,5.455,-

3.845,-

OAK WALNUT
price
price
in €
in €

code

dimensions
l x b x h in cm

coffee table with bottom shelf, steel base
coffee table with bottom shelf, steel base

two 010
two 020

180 x 70 x 37
90 x 90 x 37

3.050,2.735,-

3.965,3.555,-

console with bottom shelf, steel base

two 030

200 x 40 x 60

2.870,-

3.735,-

display cabinet with 7 shelves, steel frame

two 100

110 x 32 x 238

5.745,-

7.470,-

display cabinet with 4 shelves, steel frame

two 150

180 x 32 x 123

5.740,-

7.465,-

7.995,7.095,-

The steel frames are protected by a powder coating and are available in 4 finishes:
matt black, black sable, anthracite and white gloss.
At an additional cost of € 250, the frame can be finished in any RAL colour.

d_table all wood
d_table with brass tube *

tog 210
tog 215

165 x 165 x 75
165 x 165 x 75

6.125,7.375,-

7.965,9.590,-

van rossum wedge

design: Erjan Borren

dining table

cabinet open
cabinet with brass back *
cabinet with decorated glass

tog 300
tog 310
tog 320

250 x 50 x 110
250 x 50 x 110
250 x 50 x 110

5.750,7.500,7.500,-

code

dimensions
l x b x h in cm

wed 010

280 x 100 x 75

OAK WALNUT
price
price
in €
in €
5.745,-

7.470,-

The thickness of the table top is about 4 cm.
The distance from the lower edge of the dining table to the floor is about 71 cm.
For minor alterations in height, add € 150.
Unfortunately this design cannot be made larger. However it can be made shorter, less wide and lower on
request.

7.475,9.750,9.750,-

* The brass details are available in gold, bronze, black gun or natural colour.

There is a minimum surcharge of 10% for matching finishes and colours to customers’ own sample.
For finish options, please consult the table on page 20.
CAN BE CUSTOMISED COMPLETELY!
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There is a minimum surcharge of 10% for matching finishes and colours to customers’ own sample.
For finish options, please consult the table on page 20.
CAN BE CUSTOMISED COMPLETELY!
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